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Question to the audience

What comes to mind when you 
think of Accessibility?



1 in 25 people are blind 
or vision impairment 

285M affected

1 in 12 men are color 
blind

300M affected

1 in 10 people have 
Dyslexia

700M affected

1 in 11 people are 
65+ today and 1 in 6 by 2050

600M affected 

have some type of impairment affecting their ability to read the web

1B+ people in the world

80% of disabilities are invisible



70% 
Of digital content is not accessible to them 

71%* of disabled customers with 

accessibility needs leave a website they 
find difficult to use

82%* of clients with accessibility 

needs would want to spend more time on 
websites if they were more accessible.

95%* of health professionals 

recommend to adapt texts for students 
with dyslexia

In the meantime



Contentsquare is committed to solving the inequality of accessing digital information through its 
technology solutions and promote them through its foundation

1. Contentsquare has acquired Adapt My Web (AMW), a software accessibility company. The move is part of an 
expanded initiative to ensure Contentsquare’s goal of empowering brands to create better experiences is relevant 
not just for some, but for all. Adapt My Web’s technology and expertise help make the world’s digital content 
accessible to those with reading issues including visual impairment and dyslexia. It allows readers to customize their 
user experience based on their needs by simply clicking on an icon and setting-up a personalized reading profile. 

2. The Contentsquare Foundation is developing an Easy-Reading Platform to increase the ease of reading for 
students with Dyslexia. This solution is designed to modify texts making them easier to read. Texts can be digital 
documents (word, PDF, ppt), Epub, photos, web pages viewed through a browser or a smartphone.

3. The Contentsquare Foundation goes beyond technology alone and collaborates with corporations, education, the 
software development community to create a World of accessibility for digital information.

The Contentsquare Foundation Approach



OBJECTIVE OF THE FOUNDATION



Non-profit organization aiming to 
promote digital accessibility for 
people with disability in the areas 
of education, science, social, and 
corporate responsibility. 

Object



Strengthen Education Invest in Social responsibility Raise Awareness

Deploy educational projects 
for people with disabilities to 
gain easy access to digital 
content and acquire the 
fundamental foundation of 
education

Invest in start-ups & 
enterprises to develop 
solutions facilitating the 
digital accessibility of 
people with disabilities

Educate people and 
corporations on the 
immediate need to give equal 
access to digital content to all, 
regardless of disabilities

Pillars



“The power of the web is in its 
universality. 

-
Access by everyone regardless of 
disability is an essential aspect”.

Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the World Wide Web



“In the UK, £17 billion consumer 
spend could be driven away by 

inaccessible websites.”

The Click-Away Pound Report

http://www.clickawaypound.com/downloads/cap19final0502.pdf


Disability 
market

The disability market is larger than China and is 
emerging as other markets have in the past.

1.85 billion 
people 

$1.9 trillion 
annual 

disposable 
income

Return on disabilities research : 
https://www.rod-group.com/insights#:~:text=The%20disability%20market%20is%20larger,China%20plus%20the%20European
%20Union.

https://www.rod-group.com/insights#:~:text=The%20disability%20market%20is%20larger,China%20plus%20the%20European%20Union
https://www.rod-group.com/insights#:~:text=The%20disability%20market%20is%20larger,China%20plus%20the%20European%20Union


Covid-19...

https://www-bbc-co-uk.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/business-54795255

https://www-bbc-co-uk.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/business-54795255
https://www-bbc-co-uk.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/business-54795255


Latest Baymard Report



➔ Visual Impairments: 
◆ Blindness, low vision, and colour blindness.

➔ Auditory Impairments: 
◆ Deafness and hearing loss.

➔ Motor Impairments: 
◆ Paralysis, limited sensation, or lack of fine motor 

control.

➔ Cognitive Impairments: 
◆ Epilepsy, dyslexia, learning disability, autism, ADHD, 

and more.

Impairments



“Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1 defines how to 
make Web content more accessible 

to people with disabilities”.

w3



About WCAG 2.1- The FOUR Principles of Accessibility  

Provide text alternatives for 
non-text content.

Provide captions and other 
alternatives for multimedia.

Create content that can be 
presented in different ways, 
including by assistive 
technologies, without losing 
meaning.

Make it easier for users to see 
and hear content.

Perceivable 

Make all functionality available 
from a keyboard.

Give users enough time to read 
and use content

Do not use content that causes 
seizures or physical reactions.

Help users navigate and find 
content.

Make it easier to use inputs other 
than keyboard.

Operable

Make text readable and 
understandable

Make content appear 
and operate in 
predictable ways.

Help users avoid and 
correct mistakes.

Understandable

Maximize 
compatibility 

with current and 
future user tools.

Robust 



Visual



“The intent is to provide enough 
contrast between text and its 

background so that it can be read by 
people with moderately low vision.”

Understanding Success Criterion 1.4.3: 
Contrast (Minimum)

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/contrast-minimum.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/contrast-minimum.html


Question to the audience

What are the acceptable ratios 
when it comes to colour 

contrasting?



The contrast ratio between text colour and background colour needs 
to be equal or superior to:

- 4.5:1
- 3.1 for

- Bold text >= 18.5px
- Large text >= 24px 

What is a contrast ratio?

The contrast ratio between 2 colours is a number between 1 (same colour) 
and 21 (black/white) resulting from a calculation

https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/visual-audio-contrast-contrast.html


Example 1.8

3.98

2.38

2.65

4.0

1.0



Example

9.59

2.52



Good Contrasting (?)



Contrast tools

Colour Contrast Analyser Colour Contrast Checker

https://developer.paciellogroup.com/resources/contrastanalyser/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/colour-contrast-checker/nmmjeclfkgjdomacpcflgdkgpphpmnfe


Figma / Sketch - Plugin

Stark

https://www.getstark.co/


Figma / Sketch - Plugin

Stark



Dark mode...



Dark mode...



Question to the audience

What are acceptable 
(readable) font sizes?



➔ Body Text - 16px (browsers default text size)

◆ No lower than 14px

➔ Optimum line length: between 50 and 80 characters

➔ Do not justify text

➔ Avoid full caps for blocks of text

➔ Use headings, lists and paragraphs

Text & Typography



Fonts Ninja

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/fonts-ninja/eljapbgkmlngdpckoiiibecpemleclhh


Motor/
Cognitive



Some users find it difficult 
or impossible to use a 

mouse/trackpad or 
touchscreen



Question to the audience

How can a user navigate a site, 
without using a mouse or 

touchpad?



You can use your keyboard alone - without a mouse or trackpad 
- to navigate the content of the page.

➔ Enter or space keys: 
◆ These keys interact with elements - activate links, 

check a box, display a dropdown menu

On most web browsers

➔ Tab Key: 
◆ Can be used to cycle through all interactive 

elements on a page, from top to bottom

➔ Shift + Tab key combination: 
◆ Can be used to cycle through all interactive 

elements on a page, from bottom to top



Content Structure



Non-text content

➔ Make sure that all img elements have an alt attribute.

➔ Make sure that decorative images use null alt (empty) 
attribute values.

➔ Provide a text alternative for complex images such as 
charts, graphs, and maps.

➔ For images containing text, make sure the alt 
description includes the image's text.
◆ For example, the Contentsquare logo should have 

an alt value of “Contentsquare”

https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/text-equiv-all.html


Images & Alt-Text

Very



Keyboard accessible

SSE

https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/keyboard-operation.html


Keyboard inaccessible

FLIPKART

https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/keyboard-operation.html


Keyboard accessible

T-Mobile

https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/keyboard-operation.html


Keyboard accessible

SSE

https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/keyboard-operation.html


➔ Don't use dashes if you can avoid it. Instead of 
writing ‘5–7’, write ‘5 to 7’.

➔ Expand abbreviations: instead of writing ‘Jan’, write 
‘January’.

➔ Expand acronyms, at least once or twice. Instead of 
writing ‘HTML’ in the first instance, write ‘Hypertext 
Markup Language’.

Using Clear Language



Screen Reader - Labels and Links

John Lewis



Screen Reader - Alt-text (Images)

BOSE



Checking alt-text (and more!)

WAVE Evaluation Tool

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/wave-evaluation-tool/jbbplnpkjmmeebjpijfedlgcdilocofh


When you have a free moment...

Look at your built-in 
Accessibility tool



Windows | Mac 



More tips... Courtesy of GOV UK



Gov UK

https://accessibility.blog.gov.uk/2016/09/02/dos-and-donts-on-designing-for-accessibility/


Gov UK

https://accessibility.blog.gov.uk/2016/09/02/dos-and-donts-on-designing-for-accessibility/

